REVIEWS HARDWARE

iPOD CASE

iPOD STEREO CABLE

Griffin Trio for nano

Supra Bi-Line Cable 1m

£15 Simple but effective iPod protection

£45 Connect your iPod and stereo

W

his is an RCA 6
cable. When we first
saw it, our natural
assumption was that it’s
either six times better
sounding than a normal
RCA cable, or six times
more expensive. Not
being the type to fall for
packaging, we tested the
cable as transit for a signal
from a Pro-Ject phono
stage (pro audio kit) to a
MacBook to record from
vinyl. This is quite a
sensitive piece of
computing that reveals
audio quality well.
We recorded a track
from vinyl to the Mac,
then swapped cables to a
cheap RCA lead and did

e have written
so many iPod
case reviews
over the years that
sometimes we feel a bit
pushed to find yet more
enthusiasm for new ones.
Take this case from Griffin,
the Trio for nano. It’s fairly
plain and unassuming
compared to some, and
lacks the rock and roll of
the Conico ones we
reviewed last issue, or the
refinement of many
Knomo cases. Nothing
about it stands out. What
can we say about it, then?
Well, not everyone
wants a case that shouts
its presence. This one is
probably best suited to
CONTACT INFO
Manufacturer Griffin Technology
Vendor www.cancomuk.com

the average iPodder who
doesn’t want to
advertise to the world
that they have a
£150 toy on their
hip. And fair
enough, too.
It’s a
pleasing
nano
case in
leather,
with a
plastic
sheet over the
iPod’s screen, a hole for
the control wheel, and
superbly easy access for
the headphone jack. The
magnetic seal is strong
but simple, and there are
loads of colours to
choose from. In each
pack you get two backs
for the case. It’s well put
together, doesn’t really

T

stand out on any one
point, but gets the job
done inexpensively.
James Ellerbeck
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CONTACT INFO
Manufacturer Supra Cables
Vendor www.hificables.co.uk

the same again. All
settings were neutral.
Then we played back the
resulting .aiff files from
CD Spin Doctor (part of
Toast 7) through some
headphones and listened
for the difference. And it’s
true: the sound was much
more rounded – a good
deal better.
You do pay for that
improvement, but if you

care about quality audio,
it’s a fairly inexpensive
upgrade over normal RCA
leads. Plus, dock the jack
in your iPod and you have
an instant, top-quality
way of sending music to
your stereo.
James Ellerbeck
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SPORTS HEADPHONES

HEADSET

Logitech Sports Headphones

Sennheiser M145

£15 The headphones of the future?

£50 A neckband VoIP headset

T

seasoned iChat
user soon realises
that the built-in
microphone on their Mac
is no match for a
dedicated microphone,
and it’s worth investing in
a headset if you want to
pursue internet phone
calls using your
broadband connection.
The M145s may look
unconventional, but you
soon get used to them
slipping around the back
of your head, instead of
over the top, and they are
very flexible, so you can
stow them away without
worrying about damage.
The M145s worked fine
with our test Mac using

here was a time
when everybody
shopped for the
headphones that made
them look the least silly.
However, you see all kinds
of peculiar models these
days, so we guess that no
longer applies. With this in
mind, the Star Trek-esque
plastic curve of Logitech’s
Sports Headphones is just
about acceptable.
This space-age styling
is designed to stop the
headphones falling off
when you’re running. It
certainly achieves this;
you can dance around like
Mick Jagger and these
babies will stay put. Still, it
doesn’t make for the most
CONTACT INFO

Manufacturer Logitech
Vendor www.apple.com/uk/thestore
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comfortable listening
experience, as the pads
by the ears dig in a little.
Sound quality is very
good, with bass coming
through clearly. However,
the maximum volume is
nothing to write home
about. This problem is
compounded by the lack
of an in-line remote,
which is a big oversight.

October 2006

The Logitech Sports
Headphones serve their
purpose, but if you shop
around, you’ll find better
alternatives without these
drawbacks from the likes
of Sennheiser.
Russell James
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CONTACT INFO
Manufacturer Sennheiser
Vendor www.apple.com/uk/thestore

the USB input – the
integrated sound-card
chip wasn’t needed here,
of course, but could
prove useful with other
devices. Sound quality
wasn’t as good as with
proper noise-cancelling
headphones, but was
more than acceptable.
In fact, we were so
happy with the
results that we
recorded some
interviews for
our MacFormat
This Week
podcast using
them. Listen to
the results at
www.macformat.co.uk.
Graham Barlow
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